2B Hung Track Mount

Installation Instructions
Step 1

Step 2

Track mounting options:

Attach Live End to one end of the track.

Option 1 - Secure track to ceiling/mounting point by
screwing through track mounting holes directly into ceiling.

Live End

Track

Option 2 - Attach to ceiling/mounting point using
LimeLite’s Wire Suspension Kit.

Slide in until Live End locks into place. Tighten screw once
in place.

Step 3

Step 4

Wire Live End to Power supply using 2 core 48V Wire. Can
be mounted upto 30 meters away from the track.

Wire 240V into Power Supply.

Step 5

2
Allign base
connector to
dented line

Secure pendant light to track by aligning the base connector
to the indented line, position light on the track and rotate
anti-clockwise ONLY to lock into place.

1

Cable Adjustment Instructions
Step 2

Step 1
Pop out cap using a
flat head screw driver
in small groove on
the side of the stem.
Twist screw driver
counter clockwise
until cap pops out.
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Take out wire by
pressing down on
terminal tabs and
pull wire away from
terminal.

2B Hung Track Mount
Step 4

Step 3
Cut cable to length.

After cut has been
made, strip cable
between 20mm-25mm.
Heat shrink or tape
cable to avoid cable
fraying. For best results
solder wire tips.

Note: Once you cut
the cable you can’t
add more, so ensure
length is measured
correctly.

Step 6

Step 5
Reconnecting:
Match wire colours.
Brown - Live
Blue - Neutral

Feed cable in S-Cavity

Press down on tabs
and insert wires, let
go of tabs. Ensure
wires are connected
in terminal.
Step 8

Step 7
Locate cover on stem
by placing one side in
position.

Step 9
Ensure cover is flush
against stem.
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Push cover back into
place until you hear a
‘click’.

